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Remember that adage: “It’s a Jungle Out There.” The meaning plays an integral role in how the 
business world functions: the profit incentive. Corporations are committed to increasing profits 
and will do so by virtually any means that are legitimate and sometimes not legitimate to achieve 
their goal. In a normal operating environment, businesses use textbook strategies to access a new 
market or compete with a larger company or to mesmerize an unsuspecting prospect to increase 
sales and profits. In our modern world, technology plays an increasing role in companies’ ability 
to achieve consistent profitability. Management textbooks are chock full of stories about 
company managers that negotiated rough waters and, in some cases, reinvented themselves to 
take advantage of a changing business environment. One excellent example is Apple Computer 
or, in today’s terms, Apple. The first Apple personal computer was launched in 1976 and 
changed the way we work and communicate. However, the company fell on hard times during 
the Nineties and was fortunate to invent the iPhone in 1997, a device that reshaped Apple into a 
major telecommunications player that has become the largest company with a market value 
exceeding $1.3 trillion. The architect of this transition was Steve Jobs who was fired by Apple in 
the 1980s only to come back and help remake the company to be what it is today. 

The opposite is true about a company that once was the darling of blue-chip companies, Eastman 
Kodak. The dominant company in the photography business for decades, management never 
foresaw the changes taking place that would virtually obsolete the use of their basic films that 
were used to make pictures. One would think that some members of management or the Board of 
Directors would have redirected the assets of the company when it was at the top of its game to 
remake itself into a major player in the digital photography business.  

In the “coronavirus world,” acceleration in restyling companies is a priority. If a company cannot 
adopt quickly in this environment, it will die. While many companies struggled to survive in an 
ever-changing digital marketplace, the virus did many of them in. Recently the Wall Street 
Journal listed just a few of these companies that have declared bankruptcy or are just going out 
of business. The survivors will take their business: Brooks Brothers, Forever 21, Gap, Foot 
Locker, Victoria’s Secret, GNC, Pier 1 etc.. 

Where are the success stories? The same article listed companies that are expanding during the 
pandemic: Dollar General is opening 979 stores, Dollar Tree, 307, Aldi the grocery outlet, 175, 
Tractor Supply, 80, Casey’s General Store, 118 etc.. 

Other survivors include full-service restaurants that quickly converted to take out food when the 
lockdown closed their traditional business. Chipotle, a fast food chain, is emphasizing drive thru 
lanes for pick-up as management sees this sales option as being a dominant factor in their 
business expansion plans. For investors, this difficult time can be spent finding those survivors 
and investing in them as they should become above-average performers.   
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